Abstract. We consider the Dynkin diagram D" equioriented and the variety Homily, V}) X U7-2Hornig, V, + x), V¿ a vector space over K, on which the group G = II",! GLiK,) acts. We determine the maximal orbit and the codim.
We begin the corresponding study for the Dynkin diagram Dn. In particular we are interested in the description of the codim. 1 orbits. Once we have a "combinatorial" method to produce the set 0X of codim. 1 orbits, it is not difficult to find, using the same method of [1 and 2] , the reduced equations for the Zarisky closure O of any O g (Px\ in particular we can deduce a set of algebraically independent semi-invariant polynomials which generate the ring of semi-invariants (cf. §6).
We briefly explain the procedure allowing us to describe the set of codim. 1 orbits 6X when Dn is equioriented. Consider the graph Dn:
1~~- where /(/), /(/) g T0 are, respectively, the initial and the final vertex of / with respect to the orientation ß. The group Gd:= Y\"^xGL(Vj) acts naturally on Ld(Dn,ü) and the orbits Ob of this action correspond to the isomorphism classes [B] of the representations B g Ld(Dn,Q). Recall now that the indecomposable representations of (£>", ß) are in 1-1 correspondence with the set A+ of the positive roots of the Dynkin diagram £>", independently from the orientation (cf. [6, 8] , and §1 for an explicit and graphic description). Let us denote them by Ea, a g A+ (A+ is finite as Dn is of finite type). Then up to isomorphism we have B = (Baeà+e%Ea, where e* is the multiplicity of Ea in B g Ld(Dn, ß). It follows that the sets eB = ( ea' a e A+) parametrize the orbits 0B c Ld(Dn,ti) provided they satisfy the equalities corresponding to the fact that the dimension d is fixed; but their independence from the orientation makes them unsuitable for studying problems which do depend on the orientation, e.g. the structure of the orbits, in particular the description of the maximal orbit and the codim. 1 orbits. What we do here is choose a special orientation for Dn, the equiorientation, namely: License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The choice of the maps tpf is related to the geometry of the subspaces given by the images and the kernels of the linear maps B, and their compositions (cf. §1), therefore they need to be changed if we change the orientation of D". The advantage of this parametrization is the fact that if B, C g (Dn,eq) and Oc c Ob(Ob the Zariski closure of 0B), then Aac sg A/ for every a g A+, since in a degeneration ranks cannot increase. It follows that the unique maximal orbit Omax c Ld(Dn,eq) must correspond to a set NA = { N*, a g A+}, /Ig Omax, where the A^'s are "maximum possible". The construction of Om¡a is suggested now by this property. In §3 we describe explicitly, using a "combinatorial" argument, the indécomposables appearing as factors of A g Omax; equivalently, for any dimension d (see (*)) we give a combinatorial description of the "canonical decomposition" of the dimension vector d with respect to the chosen orientation of Dn (for this notion cf. [11, 12] ).
The classification of the codim. 1 orbits in Ld(D",eol) is explicitly given in Theorem 5.1. More precisely, for any d as in (*) we define a subset Id of pairs of indices (/, j), i ^j (cf. §4), then we find a bijection xp: Id -* 6X, <DX the set of codim. 1 orbits in Ld(Dn,eq), xp(i, j) = 0B , where Bu is explicitly constructed in terms of its indecomposable factors. As a consequence of properties (a) and (b) which we establish for xp in Theorem 5.1, we deduce, for any 0B g 6x, the equation Z) ■ = 0 for the corresponding algebraic variety 0B (cf. §6). A result due to Sato and Kimura (cf. [13] ) allows us to describe the ring of semi-invariants i%d(Dn,eq), namely if K is an infinite field, then the ¿>,/s, (i, j) g Id, are a set of algebraically independent semi-invariant polynomials which generate the ring of semi-invariantŝ (/)n,eq)(cf. §6). At this point the proposed problem of classifying the codim. 1 orbits and describing the ring of semi-invariants for any dimension d is solved for (Dn,eq). If we change the orientation, i.e. we consider (D", ß) for any ß, and want to solve the same type of problems, we must define a suitable set of maps qpf, a g A, for B g Ld(Dn, ß) in such a way that the corresponding ranks parametrize the orbits. Then we can go through the whole procedure developing combinatorial arguments, as in § §3-5, suitable for the orientation ß. The argument will not be trivial, since it is not trivial for the Dynkin diagram sin (cf. [1, 2] ), and in any case will use complicated notation related to the sequence of sources and sinks describing the orientation ß. We do not do it.
On the other hand, the canonical decomposition of d w.r.t. ß does not strictly need knowledge of the " rank parameters" once it is known for a special orientation. In fact any orientation ß can be obtained from a given one by performing a suitable number of simple reflections in admissible vertices (cf. [6] ), therefore the reflection functors suggest a possible construction of Gmax c Ld(Dn, ß). In any case the formal proof that we have produced the maximal orbit is deducible from the computation of the dimension of its stabilizer (once we have computed dim HornK(Ea, Eß) for any a, ß g A+ and for any orientation ß).
We can also control what happens to the ring of semi-invariants under a change of orientation by using the isomorphisms (2.19) given in [11] (cf. the discussion given in [2, §7]). 1 . Rank parameters for the representations of (Z)",eq). Consider an equioriented Dynkin diagram D", i.e. n-1 n o-y 0-^o where T0 = (1, 2,3,..., n) is the set of its vertices. The orientation induces a partial ordering < in T0 which is the usual ordering in the set N of natural numbers except for the integers 1 and 2, which are incomparable. We will systematically use this ordering, therefore, for example, the interval [\,q] c N does not contain the integer 2.
The subdiagram j/^'j relative to the vertices (2,3,...,«) is an equioriented Dynkin diagram of typej*'n_1. Similarly we havest^}x erasing the vertex 1.
Recall now that the set of the indecomposable representations of Dn is in 1-1 correspondence with the set A+ of the positive roots of Z>", independently of the orientation (cf. [6, 8] ). We denote by Epq, p ^ q (in the ordering specified above), p,q = 1,2,.... n, the indecomposable representations of Dn which are also indecomposable representations either of si^}x or si^\, and we denote the remaining ones by Epq, 3^q<p^n + l, i.e. the indecomposable representations of Dn which are representations neither ofs/^]}x nor ^2}x. Table 1 lists explicitly the dimensions of the Epqs and gives a "graphic" description of them which will be useful in the future. We have to read the graphic description of the indecomposable Epq as representations for the given orientation. The dotsy or j', j" always represent a given basis for the corresponding vector space. If Epq is such that/7 *s q, the representation (a canonical form of it) is described by sending the vector y toy + 1, /> < y < <?, and q to zero.
If Epq is such that p > q, the representation is described by:
1 -3', 2 -3";/ -(j + \)',j" -(j + 1)" if 3 <j!< q-1;
Note that the graphic description of Epq gives rise to an indecomposable ending at q if p < q, and p -1 if p > q. From this point of view we will also say that the indecomposable Epq (p%q) contains (or passes through) the vertex y if its graphic description contains the vertex y (or y', y"). Let A be a representation of (Dn,eq). Then A uniquely decomposes, up to isomorphism, into indecomposable factors
where epq denotes the multiplicity of Epq, p < q < n,p = 1,2,..., n or 3 < q < p < n + 1.
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Conversely a set of nonnegative integers { epq) determines a unique isomorphism class [A] of representations of (£>n,eq). Therefore the isomorphism classes of representations of our oriented graph are parametrized by the sets of nonnegative integers{epq), p ^ q < n,p = 1,2,..., n, or 3 < q < p < n + 1.
We now fix a dimension d as in (*) for the representations of (Z)",eq) and consider the vector space n-l Ld:= Ld(Dn,eq) = HomK(Vi,V3)x fl Hom*(^+1), i = 2 i.e. the variety of all representations of dimension d on which the group Gd = n,"=1 GL(l^) acts naturally. The orbit Gd ■ A = 0A of an element A g Ld coincides with the isomorphism class [A] of A, and the given action of Gd on Ld has a finite number of orbits and a unique maximal orbit (as it follows from the fact that the number of indecomposable representations is finite).
We now want to describe a different parametrization of the orbits in Ld(D", eq). Consider first the situation when n = 4: where 04,t>,, ^2^2' "3) is tne class of (Axvx, A2v2, v3) modulo the diagonal. Note that if we include the identity map V¡ -» V¡, i "* 1,..., 4, then we have 12 linear maps, as many as the number of indecomposable representations of £>4.
We are interested in computing the rank of these maps (the reason will be clear from the discussion of the general case; cf. Proposition 1.4). In particular, we want to compute them in terms of the dimensions of the subspaces Im y4ltIm A2,kei A3 (c V3),lm A3Ax,\m Ay A2(c: V4), and their intersections. (2)^+
We now define NA = { Nkk), the set of "rank parameters" of the representation /4. Definition.
(1')
(2') tf"V* = rk<RÍ+1,* = rk tp^ + rk <p2A: -dim(lm<pf¿ n Imqp^), if 3 < k < n.
(3') Kk = rk 9** -dim vk = rk <pAk + rk <p2/t -dim(lm<p^ n Im(p2A: n ker <p£A) if3</c</t^«.
The integers JV^ are all nonnegative. Clearly the same set NA is associated to all the representations of the isomorphism class [A] = 0A\ moreover, the number of elements in NA equals the number of nonisomorphic indecomposable representations of D". Note that the number NA+Xk defined in (2') can be considered a "special case" of (3') (it is enough to extend Dn by adding a vertex n + 1 and to assume dn+l-0 if 3 < p «£ <? < n.
The linear system (1.2) can be inverted over the integers, in fact the equations of (1.2) are recursive. It follows that we have the relations
which imply that a set m = { muv) of nonnegative integers determines an orbit in Ld if andonlyifg^m,,,,)^ 0.
On the other side it is immediately seen, using the definition of the rank parameters NA , that we have which is again a recursive system of linear equations, i.e. it is invertible. (1.1) is obtained by substituting (1.2) in (1.3) and therefore it is invertible over the integers;
i.e. we have
The consequence is the following (ii) The sets N = { Nuv) satisfying (i) parametrize the orbits in Ld( Dn, ß). Proposition 1.5. Let A,B g (£>",eq), 0B c 0A and 0B # 0A. Then NhBk < N^for all pairs (h, k) and the strict inequality holds for at least a pair.
Proof. In a degeneration the rank of the linear maps <phk(h ^ k) cannot increase and the dimension d is constant. Moreover, as a consequence of Proposition 1.4(i), we must have at least a strict inequality.
Assume we know the decomposition A = LpqepqEpq, i.e. we know the multiplicities epq. Then we can compute Nkk by computing Nfy« for every Epq such that epq > 0, since ranks are additive. The computation of Nkk"> is immediate for every p, q, h, k by using the graphic description of Epq and definitions (l')-(3').
Before ending we want to justify the choice of the orientation of Dn given at the beginning of this section.
Consider the Dynkin diagram Dn for n = 4. We have only two possible orientations, i! = eq: 2 2°s
ince we can always permute the vertices (1,2,4) or simultaneously reverse all the arrows. The geometry of the representations of (Z)4,ß') immediately suggests how to parametrize the orbits of given dimension using rank parameters.
Nevertheless the orientation ß = eq priviledged in the sense that we are able to deduce for free the "rank parameters" for the representations of (L>",eq) from that of(Z>4,eq).
In the following sections we will systematically use the oriented graph (£>", eq). WomK(Epq, Ers) depends only on the integers p, q, r, s, as the orientation of Dn has been chosen once for all. We collect the possible values of A = dim HornK(Epq, Ers) in Table 2 , which has been constructed case by case using the list of the indé-composables of §1. We explain the more interesting cases. For instance consider HomK(E , Ers) when 3^q<p^n + \ and 3<5<r<w + l. We use the graphic description of the indécomposables and the convention on the dots, explicitly writing only the relevant ones for our discussion. First assume r < q. (See Diagram A.) We have two independent elements <p, xp g Hom^E , £"), which generate Hom^E^, £") as a vector space, defined as follows: 
If s < q < r < p we have the following morphism xp which generates Hom^E^, £"):
..,(r -1) ~» (r -1) and all other base vectors are sent to zero. In all other possible cases it is easy to see that Hom^(£/>9,£rj) = 0 (p>q,r>s).
Diagram C Now consider the case for Epq such that 3 «s p < q < n and Ers such that 3 < spq < r < n + 1. (See Diagram C.) If p < s < r -1 < q we have two independent elements <p, i/-g Hom^E^, £rj), which generate it as a vector space, defined as follows: In Table 2 we collect all possible values of A = dim HornK(Epq, Ers). The indécomposables for which X =r* 0 are described graphically because it is easier to visualize the relative position of the indices /?, q, r, s. We do not explicitly consider the case p = 2 or r = 2. In fact we clearly have Hom^E^, £2j) = 0 for all q, s, and we can deduce the other possibilities permuting the vertices 1 and 2 in the oriented graph (D", eq). The values of [Epq, Ers] can be read directly from Table 2 using the obvious symmetrization. In particular, [Epq, Epq] = 2. Let A be a representation of (£>", eq) and assume A = B © C. Then from (2.2) we
The canonical construction. We want to describe a construction C which associates to each d (see (*)) a special representation C(J)g Ld(Dn,eq), whose main property is given by Proposition 3.1. Let A = C(d). Then Oa is the maximal orbit of Ld(Dn,eq).
Construction of C(d).
We may always assume d2 < dx (in fact the permutation (1, 2) is a graph automorphism of Dn which preserves the orientation). The construction is given inductively on the vertex i, the first step being, for i = 3, the construction of the maximal orbit relative to the dimension d = (dx, d2) for the oriented graph of typej*',, (n = 3).
The construction was given in [2] for any n and any orientation. We recall the construction since it is very simple.
We draw as many dots 1 as dx and, on an "orizontal" line / passing through 1, as many dots 3 as d3 (the first one on the line /). Then we join dots 1 and 3 (if possible) with an orizontal edge. From the last vertex 3 we draw a Une /' parallel to /, and we draw as many dots 2 as d2, (the first one always on /' and in the half-plane containing /), and we proceed as before. The result is a collection of indécomposa-bles for which we use the notations and the graphic description introduced in §1. Examples.
wv"-> E13
2 «L -'-* E43: p>3'
We denote this construction by C License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Assume we have performed the construction C¡ up to the vertex i (and for the dimension~d , = {d\\d"dA,...,d¡), C¡ is the maximal orbit, / > 3, for the subdiagram of vertices 1,..., /). Then we want to add the vertex / + 1 and describe the construction C,+1. This construction is suggested from the fact that the sets of rank parameters parametrize the orbits (cf. Propositions 1.4, and 1.5), therefore the maximal orbit must correspond to a set with maximum possible rank parameters. It follows that all the indécomposables of C, which do not end at the vertex i are also factors in C,+1 (and their multiplicity is unchanged). The construction C/+1 will "extend" to / + 1 some (or all) of the indécomposables of C¡ which end at the vertex / (the remaining ones being unchanged in Ci+X), according to the following rule.
Assume that in C, we have factors £,+,, with i + 1 > / and let us denote by:
/0 the multiplicity of the factor El + X ¡o(inC¡); fx the multiplicity of the factor £, + j ^ (in C, ) ; fr the multiplicity of the factor £, +1, (in C, ), where 3 < i0 <«,<■• • < ir < / and in C, there is no factor Ei+Xq such that 3 < q < i0 or ih < q < ih+x, h = 0,..., r-l, or q > ir. { f0, fx,. ..,fr) is a sequence of positive integers (empty if in C, there is no factor £/+1,, i + I > t). Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let A := C(d) = C". We have to verify that dim St A = dimGd -dimLd
We proceed by induction and assume A' ■= Q-i e 4L c Ld" d' = (i;rf"...,0.
i.e.,
Then we need only prove
We compute A using the stabilizer formula (2.2) for both A and A'. Therefore we need only compare the contribution given to dim St A' by the factors in Cn_x ending at n -1 and the contribution given to dim St A by the factors in C" ending at n -1 and n. We read the integers f0,...,fr,k,l,m relative to the construction Cn_x and we examine the various possibilities for C(d) = C". If d" = d"_x, all the indécom-posables ending at n -1 in C"_, are extended to n. Then from (2.2) we have dim St A' = dim St A and the claim is proved.
If dn < d"_x, i.e. in cases (a) to (f) of the construction, using Table 2 we see that dim St A < dim St A', i.e. A < 0. Moreover, in (a), (b), (f) the decrease comes from the contribution given in (2.2) from the d" factors ending at n, once paired with the dn -dn_x factors which remain unchanged in passing from Cn_x to C". Therefore A = dn(dn -dn_x). In (c) the decrease comes from the dn factors ending at n once paired with those which remain unchanged, and with the t factors E"+Xn, i.e. In (d) the decrease comes from the dn factors ending at n once paired with those which remain unchanged, and with the k factors En+X ", i.e.
In (e) the decrease comes from the d" factors ending at n once paired with m factors which remain unchanged, and with the k -t factors £"+1 ", i.e.
If dn > d"_x then dim St A > dim St A' and the increase A comes from the (dndn_x) factors £" " once paired with the d" factors ending at n and coming from C"_,, i.e. A = dn(d" -dn_x). The proposition is now completely proved.
4. The set Id(Dn, eq). Let d as in (*) be a given dimension for the representations of (Dn,eq) such that dh > 0 for all h = 1,..., n and assume dn+x = 0. We define (b) The conditions defining (/, y) g I'J for i i= 1 (resp. /' # 2) are the same as those in [1] for the equioriented graph s/^x (resp. Jf™x) and the dimension d^ = (d2,d"...,dn)(iesp.(dx,d"...,dn)). Id is entirely defined in terms of d. Its main property here will be to have the same cardinality of the codimension 1 orbits in Ld (cf. 4.6 and 4.7).
The following properties are immediate: (4.4), and (4.4)2 will classify the possible different cases treated in Table I of §5. and Lemma 3.2. The converse is also true, i.e. if we have a pair (/, y) g Id and either / ory are equal to n, then t = t' as an easy consequence of Interpretations 4.4 and 4.5 of (i, j) g Id in terms of the canonical construction.
The case dx = d2. Adding the vertex n we may only have \Id\ = \Id.\ + p,p = 0,1,2, and the equality holds with p = 2 if and only if d" = dx = d2 and d,> dn, t e [3, n -1]. On the other hand we also have t = t' + fi, Ô = 0, ± 1, and we have 5 = -1 if and only if d" < dn_x, k ¥= 0, and d" = £"_0/u + ^> Dut ^i = ^2 now imphes dn = dx = d2 and df > d", / g [3, n -1]. Therefore also in this case, using the inductive assumption, we need only prove t = t' if and only if \Id\ = \Id,\ + 1. The discussion now is the same as in the case d2 < dx, we need only erase (2), (2') and the corresponding discussion if k ¥= 0.
The importance of this proposition comes from the following results of Happel [9] and Sato and Kimura [13] (cf. also §6).
Proposition 4.7. (a) n -t equals dim Ld/U SL(P¡), (b) n -t equals the number ofcodim. 1 orbits in Ld.
5. The set 0X of codim. 1 orbits in Ld(Dn, eq). The definition ofxp is contained in Table I if (i, y) g Td and Table II if (/, y) g I'J, and is inspired by the fact that the rank parameters parametrize the orbits and by the following consideration: (i, y) g Id implies q>A is an isomorphism (cf. Corollaries 4.4, 4.5). Then if BtJ must be a representative for a codim. 1 orbit satisfying (a), we have to produce a "damage" to <pA and make it as small as possible. Now the rank parameters for a representation satisfy the inequalities of Proposition 1.4, therefore from the "damage" produced to (pA it may follow a "damage" to <pAv for other pairs (u,v) and in any case we have to try to minimize their number. We explain how to read the tables. In column 1 are listed the various cases which can occur when (i, y ) g Id according to Interpretations 4.4, 4.5. In column 3 we define (graphically, for convenience) a representation A\j^ 0 for a suitable choice of the indices listed in column 2. A'u is the maximal orbit corresponding to its dimension and consists of at most three factors. Clearly we have the decomposition (5.2) A=A\j®X.
In column 4 we define a representation B't] such that B'tJ ¥= A'tJ and dim B\j = dim A'tJ. B'jj is constructed from A\j via a suitable degeneration (a violation to the canonical construction either at vertex / or vertex y ).
We define the map xp on the pair (/', y ) g Id via the following representative:
and we need to check that:
The pair (/, j) G Id determines the decomposition (5.2) of A, i.e. the representation A'ij. This claim is trivial in Table I; in Table II the ambiguity comes from the fact that in some cases we have to deal in column 2 with sets of pairs of indices, but the claim follows from Lemma 3.2 applied to the factors of A',j. Consider, for example, case 1 of Table II and assume, by contradiction, (r, s) g A0, (r\ s') g A0, (r, s) * (/•', s') and s -r = s' -r' the least possible. Then in A there are simultaneously two factors £", £rV, with r' < r < s' < s, a contradiction to Lemma 3.2(h). For all other cases we always use Lemma 3.2(i). In Table I we have collected all possible cases which can occur when (/', y) g I'd. If (/, y") G I'J and 1*1,2 in Table II , we have not explicitly drawn, for economy, the "special case"y -/ + 1; if so we mean that the factor £, + 1 j_x in A\j is the zero representation (i.e. we erase this factor in column 3) and in column 4 the representation B\j is formally unchanged (but / + 1 =y!). Moreover, we have assumed dx > d2, as we can read the case dx < d2 using the symmetry of (/>", eq) with respect to the permutation of the vertices 1 and 2. The only representation A'u which is not invariant under such a permutation is the one listed in case 4; therefore if d, < d2 we must replace the set A3 with A3 = {k: k >j, e2k > 0, exk = 0}, the factor EXk with E2k in column 3 and Ex ■_1 with E2j_x in column 4. In Table II we have only considered the case (1, j) g I'J, but we have assumed dx % d2; therefore the situation for (2, y ) g Id can be read from the previous one by permuting the indices 1 and 2. If (1, y) g I'J and d2 > dx, we have the "special case"y = r in column 3. Then in column 4 we replace the factor Ejr with the pair £li7-i © £2^-1 if j * 3, or with £u © £22 if y = 3. If (1,3) g I'J and dx = d2 in column 4, we replace Ex , , with £n. If (1, y) g I'J and d2 < d, we may have k » s -1; in this case in column 4 we replace the factor Es k + x with the pair EXs_x © E2s_x.
In order to have xp: Id -* 0X well defined we have to prove (5.4) on the codimension. We use the following procedure. We have codim L0¡j = dim St B(J -dim St A. We use the stabilizer formula (2.4) and the decompositions (5.2) and (5. Tables I or II (5.5 ) has been checked case by case using the following argument. In (5.5) we have no contribution whenever Epq is such that epq = 0. In view of this we take the list of the indécomposables Ep q, p% q, of Dn given in §1 and erase the ones which are incompatible with the interpretation of (1, y) g ld in 4.4 or 4.5, the definition of A\j (i.e. the indices in column 2) and Lemma 3.2 applied to the factors of A'u (in this case in fact we know a priori that epq = 0); then we draw the list of the remaining ones (specifying the mutual position of the indices p, q with respect to the given /, y) and check directly, using The proof of (5.5) is therefore just routine and is very boring due to the large number of cases. We explicitly give just one case, and we choose case 1 of Table II because the orbit Ojy is constructed in the same way as for an equioriented Dynkin diagram of type sim (cf. Remark 4.2(b)) and [1] ; nevertheless we must prove (5.4) and, therefore, (5.5) as in Dn there are indecomposable representations which are not representations for any subdiagrams/m of Dn. Case 1. Table II : the list of the Epq for which we do not know a priori that eA = 0 is the following diagram (Diagram F). We immediately read, using To end the description of the tables we explain column 6. For Btj given by (5.3) we have Nf¿> < NAV and strict inequality holds for at least a pair (u, v), since Btj g Ld and A is a representative of the maximal orbit (cf. Proposition 1.5). Column 6 lists all pairs for which strict inequality holds. These pairs are easily computed once we observe that ranks are additive; therefore we need only compare rank parameters for A'tJ and BU, which are explicit, using definitions (1'), (2'), (3'). Table II , where Nfr -NAV -2.
Note that if we assume A\j and B'u as in columns 3 and 4, but with an arbitrary choice of the indices in the sets AT or 0p, column 6 remains unchanged; suitable choice of the indices of column 2 minimizes the intervals Usted in column 6, i.e. the number of rank parameters which have decreased their value passing from A to Btj.
Injectivity of xp. We must show that (/', y), (/', j') g Id, (/', y) # (/', j') imply <K'< /') * <K''> j') (i-e-Bij * Brj). Consider simultaneously the decompositions Tables I, II(column 4) , and (u, v) is a pair listed in column 6 for the same case.
But we claim these conditions are incompatible. For Table I the claim follows directly from Lemma 4.3(a). The discussion for Table II is more delicate, and from Lemma 4.3(/3), (y) the claim follows only if u or v is one of the indices i, j, and for u < v in cases 6, 7, 8. For the remaining cases of Table II we proceed as follows: we consider the decomposition A = A'ul, © Ä coming from the construction of the map \p on the pair (u, v) g Id and we show that at least a factor in A'uu contradicts the construction of xp on the pair (i, y). Case 1. We have u g [r, /], v g [j, s], u + i, v + j > 3; then (u, v) g I'J, 3 < r < u < / <j < v < s. It follows from the construction xp on (u, v) (cf. Table II, (1,7) g /¿ : case 8, Table II (Vt vector spaces over K of dimension d,) on which the group Gd = Yl"_x GL(Fr) acts. We denote by !%d(Dn,eq) the corresponding ring of semi-invariants. The representation of Gd on Ld is prehomogeneous and the codim. 1 components in Ld \ Omax ate exactly the closure of the codim. 1 orbits in Ld (which have been classified in §5). In view of the Sato-Kimura theorem we want to compute, for every codim. 1 orbit, the equation of its closure. If we fix bases in the V, 's, a representation X g Ld is given by a (n -l)-tuple of matrices (Xx, X2.^"-i), A'j a d3 x dx matrix, X, a dt+x x d, matrix, 2 < f < n -1. Then the map <p,^, / +j, defined in §1 is expressed by a matrix Yt, which, with a suitable choice of the bases for the spaces Theorem 6.5. If K is an infinite field then:
(1) The Djj's, (i, j) g Id, are a set of algebraically independent semi-invariant polynomials.
(2) Any semi-invariant polynomial is a product of the Diy 's and&ld(D",eç\) = K[Dn].
Proof. Let (/, y) g Id and consider the corresponding polynomial Dtj, which is not identically zero on Ld since it does not vanish on the open orbit Omax (in fact <pA is an isomorphism for A g Omax, cf. Corollaries 4.4, and 4.5). DiJ = 0 on OtJ = xp(i, j) as a consequence of Theorem 5.1(a) and £>ly does not vanish on any other codim. 1 orbit of Ld as a consequence of Theorem 5.1(b). At this point we first prove the theorem if K is algebraically closed, showing that Di} = 0 is the reduced equation of Ojj, and then we extend the result to the case of an infinite field K, passing through its algebraic closure K. The argument is omitted since it is completely similar to the one given in [2, Theorem 0.1].
